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How the Bible shapes my approach to Psychology
(2) Humanity made in order to represent God on earth
“Then God said, 'Let us make man in our image, in our
likeness, and let them rule … over all the earth …' Male
and female he created them.” (Genesis 2:26-27)

Scientific study of human life brings us closer to the
general workings of the Lord's decrees for the creation,
while history and the creative arts grapple with the
particularities.

How the Bible shapes my approach to Psychology
(3) Human life rooted in both society and biology
“... male and female … God … said to them, 'Be fruitful
and multiply; fill the earth and … rule over [it] ...”
“The Lord God, said, 'It is not good for the man to be
alone. … For this reason, a man will leave his father and
mother and be united with his wife, and they will become
one flesh.” (Genesis 1: 27-28; 2:18, 24)
The plan is that initiatives by individual members of God's
appointed species and society should build families that
spread around the globe.

How the Bible shapes my approach to Psychology

(4) Human life is political and physical, and mental
“[God] stretches out the heavens like a canopy … and
reduces the rulers of this world to nothing.” (Isaiah 40:22-23)
“... the things that come out of the mouth come from the
heart … (Jesus, in Matthew 15:19)
Views of human nature that dominate the Bible
Down-to-earth: mundane, realistic
Permeated by what God wants: what we can be in God's grace through the Spirit
in God's mercy through Jesus Christ

My start in Psychology (1955)
etym.
cutting
edge

Philosophy
[love of wisdom]

Psychology
[soul-knowing]

'Conceptual Analysis' /
'Linguistic Philosophy'

'Experimental Psychology' (UK)
later 'Cognitive' Psychology (USA)

Cambridge

key
figure(s)

what I
learnt

The later Wittgenstein
(refuting his Tractatus)
“Psychology consists of
experiments and
conceptual confusion”
(re: American behaviorism)

NonPsych.

Sir Frederick Bartlett,
(Craik), Broadbent, 1980s Baddeley,
Mechanisms of conscious
and unconscious mental
performance

1930s

- NOT introspected experience

Critical Realism e.g. Lakatos (versus Kuhn); first W.W. Bartley ~1960
Formal Ethics cp. Kant’s ‘categorical imperative’; first in Birkbeck degree

Challenges within Psychology
(but in many other disciplines too, in some form)

Reductionisms
Biological
specifically to neuroscience (or hot spots, hormones etc.)
also to genetic determinism (or ‘evolutionary’ Just-So stories)
Ideological / political
Environmentalism (anti-genetic in reaction to Eugenics)
Radical Behavio[u]rism (Skinner: 'reinforcement‘ by environs)
Culture-blindness
e.g. language is solely in the mind, not a societal activity
De-personalisation
premature grouping of data from individuals
mental process assumed, not tested by interviewer/experimenter
Bandwagons / lack of systematic causal theory
e.g. decade of work on a striking experimental effect
…

Challenges within Psychology
(but in many other disciplines too, in some form)

Some responses (biblically oriented)
Each human mind is built from both biology and society –
- embodied and acculturated.
Each thing we do or think starts from and contributes to
what we are.
Study mechanisms of individuals’ lifelong development
Each basic mental process can take in and put out
material and/or social
information.
Put physical and social influences/effects on same footing
(e.g. same unit of measurement of causal strength).
Study each person’s mental interactions in a situation

…. ?

Challenges within Psychology
(but in many other disciplines too, in some form)

Some responses (biblically oriented) - continued
Often the battle is between good and evil reasons,
not between rationality and emotionality
Responsibility ('free will'):
acting from one's own reasons
…
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